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Abellio Rail  
Replacement case study
SUMMARY 
When Abellio Rail Replacement decided to establish a managed taxi business to extend its offer beyond buses and 

coaches, the logistics software at its heart had to hit the ground running and power ambitious growth plans. Abellio 

partnered with Catalina to develop a system that set the business up for success by embedding optimum processes from 

the outset. Despite Covid-era restrictions and a deadline brought forward by three months, the system was delivered on 

schedule ready to go live for the new business’s first contract, for Transport for Wales.
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THE CHALLENGE  
Since its launch in 2014, Abellio had been using third party bookers when it needed taxis for train breakdowns, disrupted 

or disabled passengers and train crew movement across its five rail operations. Deciding that its commitments to service 

quality, business efficiency and growth would be well served by creating its own managed taxi business, Abellio knew 

where it wanted to end up, but had an open mind about what kind of booking system might get it there. 

Three suppliers were asked to present their recommended routes for giving the Abellio team what they wanted and 

making their lives easier. With two of the proposals Abellio would have had to effectively build the system themselves, 

which introduced a level of risk this high profile project couldn’t support. Catalina’s Freedom® solution was already 

proven in this type of application. Abellio also appreciated that it would give them the freedom to decide exactly how they 

wanted to run the new business rather than have this dictated by a piece of software.
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THE SOLUTION 
Together, Abellio and Catalina first explored how the taxi booking process 

could be designed to drive best practice business processes and then 

modelled and fine-tuned a cohesive, comprehensive solution which;

• Contains assessed, trusted data on hundreds of taxi suppliers and prices 

and thousands of rail network collection and drop-off points 

• Automatically uploads and reconciles long and short-term rail crew 

schedules, scans the files for taxi requirements, compares supplier prices 

and issues separate bookings for each journey 

• Interfaces easily with almost all taxi company control systems and also 

offers a mini Freedom®-based despatch system and a direct-to-driver 

solution

• Sends out clear job booking details and receives real-time job status 

updates

• Enables network staff to log in to a bespoke website with an airport 

arrivals-style display to see the status of all bookings and create, change 

and cancel individual and ad hoc bookings 

• Provides online user profiles, allowing users to exist within multiple 

groups, with powerful and flexible group privileges and rules for 

administrators and users

• Offers an infinitely configurable management information dashboard 

which makes it easy to keep on top of business and supplier performance 

and drill down to investigate and manage issues from CO2 emissions to 

peak time staff rotas 

• Automatically generates and submits invoices for every taxi operator 

every week, greatly reducing their administrative load and the potential for 

mistakes

• Meets the certification requirements of Cyber Essentials, giving Abellio the 

heightened level of security and peace of mind it was looking for 

• Runs in a hosted environment, rather than in-office servers, enabling the 

new business to launch as a cost-effective virtual enterprise 

• Is supported by a proactive programme of regular continuous 

improvement-focused meetings and a customer service dashboard 

where users can raise tickets and get help from Catalina within minutes to 

resolve any problems or queries.

Catalina delivered the system in early December 2020, allowing time for 

Abellio’s nine newly-recruited remote employees to be trained to use it and 

for the new business to be in a position to tender for a large rail replacement 

contract and open for business in January 2021. 

 
ESTIMATED JOURNEY TIMES

 
JOBS COMPLETED

 
JOBS BY TIME OF DAY

“The beauty of working with Catalina 

was that they had done something 

similar before so their system was tried 

and tested. If we’d taken a different path 

there would have been question marks 

about whether it would work on day one. 

I didn’t have any of those concerns.”

BLOOMFIELD, TAXI CONTRACT & OPERATIONS 
MANAGER, ABELLIO RAIL REPLACEMENT

“The process flow for the system came 

together easily and swiftly, with a lot of 

knowledge and options from Catalina’s 

side feeding invoints and effectively 

build the new business from the ground 

up, which has really enhanced how it 

operates.”

DAVID BLOOMFIELD, TAXI CONTRACT & 
OPERATIONS MANAGER, ABELLIO RAIL 
REPLACEMENT
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THE BENEFITS FOR ABELLIO
Catalina’s system has enabled Abellio to;

• Diversify with confidence and immediate success into taxi management 

• Win a rail replacement and crew movement contract from Transport for 

Wales against established providers 

• Deliver from day one for Transport for Wales, managing 400 taxi bookings 

over the first weekend and 4,000 in the first month, with not one taxi 

wrongly booked or late

• Operate with efficiency and consistency: the automated self-billing model 

alone saves half a week’s worth of manual invoice processing and within 

just a few weeks suppliers trusted the system’s accuracy enough not to 

feel the need to check every invoice

• Quickly establish its credentials as a good company to work with and 

build a substantial supplier base, with taxi firms citing speed of payment, 

good relationships and well-presented, error-free booking details as 

reasons for signing up

• Set its sights on expanding beyond rail replacement into the corporate 

sector earlier than planned. 

“Transport for Wales chose Abellio, 

a company that had never provided 

taxi management services before over 

providers who had, on the strength of 

our offer and the support we clearly have 

from the team at Catalina who made a 

video for our presentation”

IAN JEFFREY, ANCILLARY SERVICES 
DIRECTOR, ABELLIO UK

“This is probably the most innovative 

application of our Freedom® system as 

there were no legacy systems or existing 

processes to configure it around. This 

meant we were able to identify and 

integrate the most efficient processes 

and added-value ideas and deliver 

a business solution for Abellio that 

represents Freedom® at its absolute 

best.”

GRAEME WHITING, FOUNDER,  
CATALINA SOFTWARE LTD
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ABELLIO RAIL REPLACEMENT 
Abellio Rail Replacement is part of the Abellio Group, a major UK transport operator which runs 800 buses carrying 50 

million passengers a year on behalf of Transport for London and operates the Greater Anglia, Scotrail, East Midlands 

Railway, West Midlands and Merseyrail businesses. It provides vehicles when railway services are disrupted by planned 

works or emergency incidents across much of the UK including East Anglia and Essex, from London to the North 

Midlands and throughout Scotland.   www.abellio.co.uk 

16,000
employees

792 railway 
stations managed

6 transport businesses: 
Abellio London, Greater Anglia, 
Scotrail, East Midlands Railway, 
West Midlands and Merseyrail

Delivered 3 months early 
to enable Abellio to bid 

for major contract

98 suppliers used 
and billed in first week

70 customer employees 
use Freedom® to 
make bookings

328.8 million 
rail passengers 

carried annually 
(2019/20)

Of planned bookings sent
to suppliers electronically

100%

2.5 days a week 
of manual processing time

 saved by automated 
billing system

741 bookings processed 
in the first week of operation 

with 0 errors

Of bookings 
received electronically

96%

collection points 
(stations & depots)

input into the system

563

Passengers have been 
transported 105,602 miles

 since go-live

105,602 miles

Of supplier bills 
approved electronically 

and paid on time

100%
Developed 24 years ago 

and enhanced every 
year since

To market with 
sector-specific business
intelligence dashboard

30-user system 
provided for Abellio

9 newly-recruited Abellio 
staff and 3 managers 
trained remotely by 

Catalina ahead of go-live

Bookings in first 3 months 
for multiple customers

ABELLIO
FREEDOM® 
SOLUTION

ABELLIO MANAGED  
TAXI BUSINESS 

http://www.abellio.co.uk

